
AIRASIA INFORMATION SYSTEMS

AirAsia is well known as Malaysian low cost airline and even Asia'a largest low Information systems are implemented
within an organization for the purpose of.

The popularity is business growth and get in on opportunities. Mild and Back Office reporting and accounting
processes are also fully integrated and use the standard Amadeus Interface Record. With this system, users can
access easily to booking tickets, buy tickets, and so on. Aid from the external expert can be taken to better the
system. AirAsia used this efficient system to allow users to access and check seating availability, flight
schedules, airline fare, booking reservations and generating tickets. Booking AirAsia flights with your client's
credit card or with an agency payment account is straight forward. This made Air Asia offer the ability to
check in online and print out boarding passes online Wikipedia  The environment presents the organization
with series of challenges, risks and opportunities. Hence, the digital security needs to be regulated. This
system is to anticipates and reacts to the behavior of customers to maximize the revenue. Therefore should
understanding customer needs and expectations. Recommendation to Improve Information System AirAsia
has fostered a dependency on Internet technology for its operational and strategic management and provides
an online ticket booking services to traveler online. The information system link together to its departmental
and outsider may be necessary for the efficiency and cost effectiveness. Marketing 5. This will encourage the
organization to minimize the legal risk. Flights are included in the familiar Amadeus main displays.
Capabilities of the information system and characteristics of the organization, its work system, its people, and
its development and implementation methodologies together determine the extent to which that purpose is
achieved. Booking through Amadeus is proven to be faster. However, due ERP system does not provide for
better supply chain management to analyses the flexibility and intelligence required implemented by AirAsia.
The supply concatenation direction system will guarantee each party, Internet Explorer. Because Air Asia able
to extend its marketing reach and build credibility with a particular target market. Air Asian ever look back
after that. The picture above shows that the occupants in Air Asia will be provide with that meal based on their
demand and destination. Capabilities of the information system and characteristics of the organization,
example its work in system, its helps people, and its development and implementation methodologies together
determine the extent to which that purpose is achieved. Internet will help to access new customers around the
world and allows to simplify the procedure. Itinerary â€” Once the payment has been processed, customer
flight Itinerary will be displayed on the screen and sent to customer email. Mobile booking via mobile airasia.
How to cite this page Choose cite format:. The benefit of utilizing CRM is because this system provides a
better service to clients. This system make Air Asia more effective and efficiency and possibly able to reduce
the cost and eliminated inefficiency in their business. This will help AirAsia to eliminate waste of money,
such as the use of web or e-mail to handle customer questions or concerns some non-call center AirAsia.
Hence, with increase frequency and addition of new routes, AirAsia expects passenger volume to hit 18
million by end Such as the integration of sales, marketing, travel distribution and the daily operation as well as
provide special package for corporate travelers. The agents make immediate payment via a virtual Air Asia
credit card through the internet based real inventory booking engine. Meanwhile, Air Asia associate
companies are Air Asia X, Tune Hotel and Tune Information System Information systems implemented within
an organization for the purpose of improving and developing the effectiveness and efficiency of that
organization operation. Political Analysis Political Analysis mainly states about the aviation acts and
regulation which needed by aviation company such as Air Asia to operate their business. Environmental and
Social Impacts 8. Market Analysis 3. Enabling them to offer excellent customer service and potentially
increase revenues. AirAsia hence should react to clients when it is needed. In this system, Air Asia used it to
takes into account the operating costs aids Air Asia to optimize price and allocate capacity to maximize
expected revenues. Such as the integration of sales, marketing, distribution and travel daily operations as well
as provide special packages for corporate travelers. AirAsia was established in and commenced operations on
18 November 


